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For more than 25 years, we, Shri Avirat FRP Moulders have been keeping an edge over our 

competitors in markets by making available a world class gamut. The range we bring-forth 

comprises Cooling Tower Fan, Cooling Tower Aluminum Fan, Cooling Tower Aluminum 

Sprinkler, Cooling Tower Electric Motor, Water Cooling Tower etc. This range is the 

marvelous creation of our team of experts. They make the best use of premium grade raw 

material and prepare a best grade range. After the items are ready, we test them on various 

parameters to be sure about their features. Owing to our promise of offering clients with the 

best products, we exercise a rigid quality control system at our premises.

About Us

We are one of the most experienced manufacturers who is very well aware of the 

requirements and expectations of customers. Along with delivering excellence with 

consignments, we take care of other factors also like timely shipment and accurate 

packaging. By our reliable services, we have been able to win the hearts of customers and are 

serving a huge client base today.

Our company offers a wide product range that comprises Cooling Tower Aluminum 

Sprinkler,Cooling Tower Fan, Cooling Tower Aluminum Fan,  etc. These products have 

features such as corrosion resistance and durability. Offering a high in class range is our USP 

and taking care of each of the needs of customers is our passion. Clients who are associated 

with us praise us for our caring and attentive nature.

Why Us?

One of the strengths of our business venture is a diligent team that has been supporting us 

since our commencement. The employees of our company are able to participate in every 

small and big decision. Above them, there is a strong and positive leadership of our 

administrators which motivates the workers to use and suggest their ideas in different 

situations. This makes our team active and passionate about their jobs thereby helping us 

ensure best results.

Positive Leadership



Our Products

Cooling Tower FRP Air Washer

Cooling Tower Plastic Fan FRP Fan

Cooling Tower Aluminum Fan Cooling Tower Plastic Sprinkler



Cooling Tower White 
Plastic Sprinkler

Cooling Tower Aluminum Sprinkler

Cooling Tower SS Sprinkler PVC Fills

Cooling Tower Motor Brass Nozzle
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Contact Us

aviratcooling@rediffmail.com
188/A, Gujarat Vepari Maha Mandal, Opp. 
Bileshwar Estate, Near Sardar Patel, Ring Road 
Odhav, Ahmedabad - 382415, Gujarat, India
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